APPENDIX – III

INTERVIEW SCHEDULE

1. What are the problems do you face those are related with teachers?
   - Choice availability in selection of teachers
   - Training of teachers:
     - Qualification of teachers:
     - Medium of instruction
     - Experience
     - Payment /salary

2. What are the problems do you face those are related with students?
   - Availability of students
     - Level of students
     - Heterogeneity/ Homogeneity of the group
     - Problems related with in-service class group
     - Background of students
     - Regularity and punctuality
     - Level of motivation to learn
     - Demand of students related with physical facility.

3. What are the problems do you face those are related with computer laboratory?
   - Internet (internet service provider)
   - Number of computers,
   - Printers
   - Time available for practical
   - Computer laboratory maintenance
   - License of software etc
   - Problems due to introduction of new configuration/model
4. What are the problems do you face those are related with courses?

- Introduction of new courses
- Availability of study material
- Problems related with the teaching existing courses.
- Problems related with designing of courses for meeting new demand of market
- Problem due to subsidized courses introduced by government institutions
- Problems related with availability of live projects from market.

5. Problems related with batch timing

- Problems related with no of students in each batch

6. What are the Problems do you face those related with electricity?

- Supply
- Fluctuation
- Cost

7. What are the problems do you face those are related with infrastructure?

- Classroom and related facility
- Seminar room
- Video camera
- Over Head Projector.
- Facility for other activities

8. What are the problems do you face those are related with fees?

- Amount of fees
- Collection of fees

9. Do you face any problem from any related body or authority?

- Any government interruption
- Any problems you face from main center with which you have affiliation/franchisee?

10. Do you face any problems due to increasing competition in the market of Computer Education?